ACRB Community Alert!!!

The ACRB is committed to safe interactions between citizens and law enforcement. With freedom comes choices, some good and some bad. Anyone considering purchasing the 3D gun phone case (below) is making a bad choice. There is no way to sugarcoat how bad of an idea that this product is for citizens and law enforcement officers. While we can debate for days about the freedom to purchase any product that we want and who is responsible and should be held accountable for police shootings of unarmed citizens, all reasonable people should understand the danger of this 3D gun phone case.

In 2015, the web news site Mashable reported that this gun phone case was on the market and questioned the wisdom of its purchase. In February 2018, three years later, the Atlanta Journal Constitution ran a story on the gun phone case and the arrest of a Florida high school student who brought the gun case to school and caused the school to be locked down for 30 minutes. Relatively speaking, that was a good outcome. It is not hard to imagine a worst outcome. Recently, police departments around the country are renewing their warnings to the public about the dangers of displaying this gun case.

This gun case was a bad idea in 2015, and it is still a bad idea. It is not cute! It’s not sexy! It’s not cool! Please heed the warnings!!
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